Sewing dictionary

whataboutitaly.com, your sewing dictionary and glossary on the web.In Bakassi, a large camp for displaced people,
Hajja Kale Muhammad smiles broadly as she holds up a handbag stitched on a sewing machine bought with a .When
you are first starting to sew, one of the first things you need to know is what the most common sewing terms mean. This
is a guide for beginners.sewing definition: 1. a piece of cloth that is being or needs to be sewn: 2. the skill or activity of
making or repairing clothes or other things made from cloth.Learning to sew can be hard - especially when you're trying
to figure out what every term means. We compiled the important terms into this great list.The bias direction of a piece of
woven fabric, usually referred to simply as "the bias", is at 45 degrees to its warp and weft threads. Every piece of
woven fabric.sewing definition: 1. the act or occupation of a person who sews 2. material or items sewn or to be
sewn.Here's a glossary of sewing terms to answer all your sewing questions. Look up sewing words and phrases in our
Sewing Dictionary!.The more you sew, the more you'll come upon words and phrases that This free sewing glossary will
help you grow your sewing vocabulary!.This refers to sewing your fabric pieces inside out, and then turning everything
right side out so all of your seams, seam allowance and stitching is on the inside .Define sewing. sewing synonyms,
sewing pronunciation, sewing translation, English dictionary definition of sewing. n. 1. The act, occupation, or hobby of
one .Definition of sew - join, fasten, or repair (something) by making stitches with a needle and thread or a sewing
machine.A glossary of sewing terms. Flat felled seam- A seam made by sewing the wrong sides of fabric together,
trimming one seam allowance close to the seam.Here is your essential guide to sewing terminology from A to Z. This
sewing glossary will teach you all of the sewing terms you need to know.I know many of you are just learning to
whataboutitaly.com maybe you have sewn for a while but aren't as familiar with sewing terms. I have been.Ease in
sewing refers to a slight excess fullness along one edge when joining a seam which needs to be distributed evenly (such
as when setting-in sleeves).Sewing definition is - the act, method, or occupation of one that sews. How to use sewing in
a sentence.Sew definition is - to unite or fasten by stitches. How to use sew in a sentence. Other Handicraft Terms.
biscuit, darn, tambour, wrought.Sewing definition: Sewing is the activity of making or mending clothes or other things
using a needle and Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples.Want to learn how to sew? This sewing glossary
with pictures will help you understand most essential terms and definitions.
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